OHIO ANG OFFICER VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

UNIT OF ASSIGNMENT, POINT OF CONTACT AND PHONE NUMBER:
Unit 179 Airlift Wing
Location Mansfield, Ohio

ANNOUNCEMENT NO: 179-023

SELECTING OFFICIAL: Col Todd Thomas

Position Point of Contact (POC):
Capt Paul M Stennett, PAO
Email paul.m.stennett.mil@mail.mil
Phone (DSN 696-6684 & Comm 419-520-6684)

FSS POC:
MSgt Efrem Swoope, Retention Office Manager
Email efrem.swoope.mil@mail.mil
Phone (DSN 696-6207 & Comm 419-520-6207)

POSITION, TITLE, STATUS
Duty Title Public Affairs Officer
Drill Status/Traditional Guardsman

NUMBER OF POSITIONS: 1

OPENING DATE: 12 February 2019
CLOSING DATE: 29 March 2019

MIN MILITARY GRADE: None
MAX MILITARY GRADE: Maj

MOS/AFSCs WHICH ARE COMPATIBLE TO THIS POSITION: 35P

AREA OF CONSIDERATION: Open to all applicants eligible to become members of the Ohio ANG

For FSS Use Only: ETP Approval Date: Click here to enter a date.
☐ n/a

DUTIES:
Provides public affairs advice, trusted counsel, and support to commanders, other senior leaders, and unit personnel. Leverages communication capabilities through an integrated approach to advance commanders’ mission priorities by researching, planning, resourcing, executing, and evaluating public affairs operations. Communicates timely, truthful, accurate, and credible information about Air Force activities to internal and external military and civilian domestic and international audiences, while maintaining due regard for security, accuracy, privacy, and propriety. Builds, maintains, and strengthens public trust and support for the Air Force. Provides leaders with communication tools to build, maintain, and strengthen Airman morale and readiness. Contributes to U.S. global influence and deterrence through information engagement.

EVALUATION PROCESS:
Evaluation will be based on the information provided and meeting a selection board, date to be determined.

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS:
A valid state driver’s license to operate government motor vehicles in accordance with AFI 24-301, Vehicle Operations. No record of disciplinary action (Letter of Reprimand [LOR] or Article 15) for: 3.5.2.1. Failure to exercise sound leadership principles, especially with respect to morale or welfare of subordinates; or Engaging in an unprofessional or inappropriate relationship as defined in AFI 36-2909, Professional and Unprofessional Relationships; or documented failures (LOA, LOR or Article 15); or Taking or failing to take action in situations, thereby exhibiting a lack of integrity; or A violation of Article 107, false official statements, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). No convictions by a general, special or summary courts-martial. No Unfavorable Information File. Never been convicted by a civilian court of a Category 1, 2, or 3 offense, nor exceeded the accepted number of Category 4 offenses. Category 3 and 4 traffic offenses alone are not disqualifying. NOTE: Categories of offenses are described and listed in AFI 36-2002, Regular Air Force and Special Category Accessions, UniformGuide List of Typical Offenses

APPLICATION MUST CONTAIN:
OHANG Form 2, Application for E6 and Above Vacancy
Air Force Fitness Management System (AFFMS) Report with passing score (available via AF Portal)
Individual Medical Readiness (IMR) Report (available via AF Portal from ASIMS)
vMPF RIP
OHANG Form 4, OHANG Eligibility Checklist for Enlisted Promotions
Any Additional Requirements (Pilot’s License, Transcripts, etc.)

APPLICATION MAY CONTAIN:
Additional Options here (Resume, Cover Letter, Letters of Recommendation, (optional), 1-2 writing samples, portfolio or link to on-line portfolio of photo/video/digital production, etc.)

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: All qualified applicants will receive consideration for position vacancies without regard to age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin, lawful political or their affiliations, marital status, membership or non-membership in an employee organization, or to any handicap which does not interfere with accomplishment of position requirements.

APPLICATION SUBMISSION:
Applications may be submitted to the FSS POC via email at alisha.r.moore2.mil@mail.mil or via hard copy to the following mailing address:

MAILING ADDRESS:
179FSS ATTN: SMSgt Alisha R. Moore
1947 Harrington Memorial Rd
Akron, Ohio, 44903

APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 1630 ON THE CLOSING DATE

Successful application will be assigned to compatible military position in an appropriate unit of assignment in the Ohio Air National Guard as shown above. If enlisted, this position is being announced in accordance with ANGI 36-2101 OHANG Supplement, 15 February 2016, and is a Traditional Guardsman (part-time) employment opportunity. If officer, this position is being announced in accordance with OHPD-011, Ohio Air National Guard Officer Assignments Policy, 24 April 2015, and is a Traditional Guardsman (part-time) employment opportunity.

The position POC is responsible for selecting the board members, scheduling interviews, submitting the board’s recommendation to the commander, and notification of the commander’s selection/non-selection. The position POC is required to complete and return this form and the OHANG Form 3, E-6 to E-9 Selection Board form to the Recruiting Office Manager (ROM) within 30 days of selection.

All OHANG Forms are available electronically at:
HRO subsite